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“It was the same fear I had felt as a child  
when the first eerie portents foreshadowed  

the appearance of the golem.” 

Flesh Golem illustration by Richard J. LeBlanc, Jr. 

Compiled & Edited by Richard J. LeBlanc, Jr.
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Golem Index: Amber - Bone
Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

amber 10 50 6 2 claws (2d6 ea.)/1 bite (2d10) 18 F:5 L (8'-12' long) Notes: “faultless tracker”; detects invisible (60' range); immune to normal (non-magical)  
weapons; destruction of amber golem “shatters” remains; remains weigh 1d4+2 x 100 lbs.;  
remains worth 10x weight in gp; appears as great cat 
Creation: MU:17; 4 months; 100,000 gp; single piece of amber (at least 600 lbs.);  
animal summoning III, animate object, command word, prayer, quest

ash 9 40 7 1 (3d6) 9 F:5 L (8' tall) Notes: fire/flame attacks do 1/2 damage; all HTH attacks missing “to hit” by 4 or more must 
save vs. spells or the weapon will become “caught” in the ash and ruined; attacks with arms— 
“to hit” of 17+ results in grapple; able to “spit” fireball 1x/day (as 8th level MU fireball spell);  
corrosive ash residue does 1d4 points damage per turn until totally washed off or by heal spell 
Creation: MU:15; 1 month; 20,000 gp; fireball, geas, limited wish, poison,  
polymorph any object

blade 11 65 0 2 hands (2d10 ea.) 12 F:6 L (8' tall) Notes: low intelligence; susceptible only to magical weapons +2 or better; immune to all  
cold and eletrical effects; fire and acid do only half damage; faultless tracker; infravision  
(120' range); moves silently (-3 to others surprise rolls); keen perception (+3 bonus vs. being 
surprised); “whirling” attack 1x/day (releases blades doing 4d10 to all in 10' radius;  
successful save vs. paralyzation = 1/2 damage) 
Creation: MU:18; 3 months; 50,000 gp; 1000 lbs. of finest steel (plus forge),  
sword of dancing (melted into forge); geas, polymorph any object, shatter, wish

bone 6 30 2 4 (by weapon) 12 F:3 M (6' tall) Notes: immune to normal (non-magical) weapons; immune to fire, cold, electric attacks 
Creation: MU:14; 3 months; 1,000 gp per hp; bones of defeated animated skeletons,  
(only 10% of any single skeleton may be used); limited wish, animate dead, geas, stoneskin

Masters & Creators
Under standard circumstances, a golem will 
only follow the commands of the character 
that created it, unless the golem’s creator has 
specifically instructed the golem to serve a 
different master. Once a golem is assigned a 
new master, the golem will defer all actions to 
the service of that master, even if a previous 
master or their creator is also present and 
attempts to issue the golem a command. If 
a golem’s master has been defeated in the 
golem’s presence, there is a 90% chance the 
golem will immediately seek vengeance, and 
a 10% chance it will serve its master’s killer. 

Intelligence
Unless otherwise indicated, a golem is as-
sumed to be non-intelligent. Such golems are 

only able to follow simple commands from 
their master (e.g., kill, go ahead, stop).  golem 
will usually only understand commands in the 
main language spoken by their creator.

Semi-intelligent golems possess a slightly 
greater ability to follow more complex com-
mands. Golems with low intelligence may 
follow complex commands as well as “inter-
pret” their meaning as conditions change. 
Semi-intelligent golems and golems with low 
intelligence are often predatory in nature, 
able to track victims.

A golem’s function may be be “suspended” 
by its master until a certain condition is met 
(e.g., “when someone enters the room”). 
During this period, the golem will remain 
dormant. If a golem has been created with a 

“singular purpose” (e.g., guarding a location 
or protecting the theft of an item) and that 
purpose become unattainable, there is a 50% 
chance the golem lose its enchantment and 
become “lifeless.”

Alignment: A golem’s alignment is always 
considered to be neutral (since they normally 
answer only to their master and have no 
mind of their own).

Morale: A golem’s morale is always 12.

Berserking
During combat, there is a 1% cumulative 
chance per round (i.e., 1% the first round, 2% 
the second round, 3% the third round, an so 
on) that a golem will go berserk, randomly 
attacking anything in sight. The golem’s 

master has a 10% chance per round (after the 
golem has gone berserk) to regain control of 
the golem.

Standard Immunities
Golems are immune to all forms of poison 
and are unaffacted by hold, charm, fear, 
sleep, and other mind-based spells (since they 
do not have one of their own). 

Number Appearing
Due to the incredible costs and time  
associated with creating a golem, rarely will 
more than one golem appear at a time.

Treasure Type
Though a golem may guard its master’s  
treasure horde, it will never have its own.

Golems Overview



Golem Index: Brass - Coin

Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation Information

brass 16 80 1 1 great axe (3d6+3)  12 F:8 L (8' tall) Notes: Semi-intelligent; faultless tracker; detect invisible (60' range); immune to all magic  
and magical effects, except electrical attacks which slow brass golem to 1/2 normal  
movement for 3 rounds (no saving throw); fire effects removes slow effects and cures 1 hp  
per 3 points of damage from the effect; appears as minotaur 
Creation: MU:16; 3 months; 200,000 gp; 1,000 pounds of brass constructed by  
skilled smith, ornate axe (which is incorporated into golem’s hands); geas, detect invisible, poly-
morph object, strength, limited wish

bronze 20 100 0 1 fists (3d10) + special 12 F:10 L (16' tall) Notes: immune to flame/fire/heat-based attacks; any target struck by bronze golem  
takes additional 1d10 heat damage (due to heat from “liquid fire” blood inside golem,  
no saving throw); any attacker making successful “to hit” roll against golem with edged weapon 
must save vs. death ray or take 2d6 from “squirting” liquid fire blood; appears as fire giant 
Creation: MU:15; 3 months; 40,000 gp; 4,500 lbs. of bronze constructed by skilled smith; 
fireball, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object”

chalk 11 50 4 2 fists (2d6 ea.) 9 F:6 L (10' tall) Notes: obscuring dust 4x/day: as obscuring mist by 5th level MU, chalk golems unaffected,  
+3 “to hit” bonus vs. affected creatures; vulnerable to water (1d8 damage per gallon, other- 
wise double-damage from water-based attacks); able to move silently (surprises on 1-4 on 1d6) 
Creation: MU:10; 2 months; 12,000 gp; 500 lbs. of chalk, wire, paste; geas, obscuring mist, 
polymorph any object

chitin 9 45 6 1 claws (2d10 + poison) 9 F:5 L (10' tall) Notes: immune to spells cast by spellcasters of 5th level or lower; claw attack is poisonous: victim 
must save vs. poison or take additional 2d6 damage and have strength reduced  
by 1d4 points for 2 turns, successful save reduces damage to 1d6 and no strength loss 
Creation: MU:14; 2 months: 30,000 gp; pieces of dead giant insects with no significant decay 
(minimum of 8 giant insect corpses); animate object, geas, limited wish, posion

clay 11 50 7 1 (3d10) 7 F:11 L (8' tall) Notes: susceptible only to blunt magical weapons (unaffected by other weapons);  
can haste self 3x day (strikes 2x/round for 3 rounds); hit point damage inflicted by  
clay golem only repairable by cleric level 17+; move earth drives clay golem back 120'  
and does 3d6 damage; disintegrate slows golem to 1/2 movement and does 2d6 damage);  
earthquake stops golem and does 5d10 damage 
Creation: C:17; 1 month; 31,000 gp; single block of clay (min. of 1,000 pounds);  
vestments (30,000 of cost) reusable; animate object, bless, commune, prayer, resurrection

coin 19 85 5 2 fists (2d6 ea.)  6 F:10 L (15' tall) Notes: able to appear as pile of coins until ready to attack (suprises on 1-5 on 1d6);  
susceptible only to blunt magical weapons (unaffected by other weapons); regenerates  
1d4 hp per round as long as golem remains in contact with horde; immune to all magic  
and magical effects except as noted: fire slows to 1/2 normal for 3 rounds (no saving throw),  
cold breaks fire effects and cures 1 hp per 3 points of damage from the effect; whirlwind  
attack up to 3x/day (lasts 3 rounds, does 3d4 per round to all standing in 30' radius) 
Creation: MU:16; 1 month; 250,000 gp; 10,000 coins (of any type, included in cost);  
control weather, limited wish, polymorph any object, telekinesis

or 1 head butt (2d8+2)

or 1 special (whirlwind)



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

copper 16 80 5 2 fists (2d4 ea. 9 F:8 L (8' tall) Notes: radiate intenst heat: all in 10' radius must save vs. spells or take 1d4 points of heat  
damage; immune to all magic and magical effects; golem is electric-immune but conductive:  
all touching copper golem when hit with electrical attack must save vs. paralysis or take the  
electrical damage; able to breathe 10'x5' cone of fire every 5 rounds (does 3d6 on failed save  
vs. breath weapon)  
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 50,000 gp; 500 pounds of copper constructed by skilled smith;  
geas, move earth, stoneskin, limited wish, wall of fire

coral 25 125 7 4 “arms” (3d8 ea.) 9 F:13 L (20'Hx30'L) Notes: targets of arm attacks must save vs. paralysis for each successful “to hit” roll or be  
stunned (unable to move) for 1 round (per failed saving throw); coral from remains can be  
salvaged at a rate of 500 gp worth/HD (salvage cannot be used to fashion new golem);  
appears similar to gargantuan king crab 
Creation: C:14; 3 months; 125,000 gp; 16,000 gp worth of coral (included in cost);  
quest, regenerate, symbol (stunning)

crystal 3 15 4 2 fists (1d6 ea.) 9 F:3 L (8' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except shatter spells;  
able to cast color spray 3x/day (as illusionist spell, affects up to 12 HD worth of creatures) 
Creation: MU:10; 2 weeks; 30,000 gp; 1,500 lbs. of quartz; color spray, move earth,  
limited wish, polymorph any object

diamond 15 75 3 2 fists (3d8 ea.) 6 F:8 L (12' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except shatter spells; magic weapons do  
damage as normal weapon of type (“to hit” bonuses still apply); able to cause “sparkling flash” 
which blinds all in 60' radius for 1d6 turns (on a failed saving throw vs. paralysis); killing gem 
golem reduces it to pile of worthless powder, except the gem that was used as its “heart”  
(which retains its original value) 
Creation: MU:16; 3 months; 65,000 gp + gem cost; diamond (worth at least 10,000 gp);  
dispel magic, light, limited wish, polymorph any object, proejcted image, stone shape

doll 10 40 4 1 (3d6) 15 F:5 S (1' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except fire and warp wood; fire does  
half damage; warp wood slows doll golem for 3 rounds; for each successful “to hit” roll,  
victim must save vs. spells or laugh hysterically (unable to perform other actions) taking  
1d4 cumulative damage (from muscle spasms) until successful saving throw is made  
(e.g., 1d4 during second round, 2d4 during third round, and so on), victim makes all saves  
at -1 for duration, spell ends with victim dies or dispel magic is cast 
Creation: MU: 10; 1 month; 20,000 gp; child’s doll; charm person, confusion, geas,  
limited wish, polymorph any object

emerald 13 65 4 2 fists (3d6 ea.) 6 F:7 L (10' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except shatter spells; magic weapons do  
damage as normal weapon of type (“to hit” bonuses still apply); able to teleport every  
6 rounds to a distance of 60'; killing gem golem reduces it to pile of worthless powder, except  
the gem that was used as its “heart” (which retains its original value) 
Creation: MU:17; 3 months; 60,000 gp + gem cost; emerald (worth at least 10,000 gp);   
limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape, teleport

Golem Index: Copper - Emerald

+1d4 heat damage)



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

flesh 9 40 9 2 fists (2d8 ea.) 8 F:9 L (7' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; affected only by magical weapons; fire- or cold-based spells slow to 1/2 
movement for 2d6 rounds; electrical attacks restore a number of hp equal to damage of attack 
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 1,000 gp per hp; pieces of dead bodies with no significant decay 
(min. of 6 bodies); geas, polymorph any object, protection from normal missiles, strength, wish

fungus 8 40 7 2 fists (1d4 ea. + special)/ 6 F:4 M (6' tall) Notes:  infectious touch: wounds do not heal naturally (remove disease spell required);  
breath weapon: 15'x5' cone of poisonous gas (save vs. poison or fall unconscious for 2d4 turns);  
immune to all magic and magical effects, except as follows: remove disease negates infectious 
touch for 1d4 rounds, neutralize poison negates use of breath weapon for 1d6 rounds,  
antiplant shell functions as normal 
Creation: C:7; 4 months; 7,000 gp + alchemist; wide variety of exotic fungi (costing at  
least 1,000 gp) plus assistance of alchemist; command plants, plant growth, quest

glass 9 40 4 1 glass sword (2d12) 12 F:5 M (6' tall) Notes: able to hide/appear as stained glass window (-3 on victim’s surprise roll);  
strikes with “glass sword”; able to release prismatic spray every 3 rounds (25' range, as MU spell); 
susceptible only to magical weapons +2 or better; takes double damage from blunt (+2 or better) 
weapons; mending spell restores golem to full hp; shatter spell (on failed save vs. spells)  
doubles all subsequent damage to glass golem 
Creation: MU:14; 4 months; 10,000 gp; 500 lbs. of glass shards + assistance of  
glassblower (cost not included); geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stoneskin

ice 12 60 4 2 fists (1d10 ea. + special) 6 F:6 L (8'-12' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except fire which does double damage;  
touch causes chill, doing extra 1d6 on failed saving throw vs. paralysis 
Creation: MU:13; 2 months; 15,000 gp; giant-class skeleton (usually ogre);  
geas, polymorph any object, wall of ice”

iron, lesser 4 20 2 2 fists (1d8 ea.) + special 3 F:2 L (10' tall) Notes: all attacks with non-magical weapons must save vs. spells or weapon will become  
“absorbed” by golem and may only be removed if golem is killed 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 40,000 gp; 500 pounds of iron constructed by skilled smith;  
geas, polymorph any object, protection from normal missiles, wish

iron, greater 18 80 3 1 (4d10) 6 F:18 L (12' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +3 or better; susceptible to attacks from  
corroding (rusting) creatures; electrical attacks (lightning bolt) slow golem to 1/2 movement  
for 3 rounds; fire attacks repair a number of hp equal to damage of attack 
Creation: MU:18; 3 months; 1,000 gp per hp; 500 pounds of iron constructed by skilled  
smith, ornate sword (incorporated into body); cloud kill, geas, polymorph any object, wish

iron gargoyle 16 80 -1 2 claws (1d8 ea.)/ 3/9 F:8 M (6' tall) Notes: immune to all types of fire; detects invisible (60' range); susceptible only to +2 or  
better weapons; can “drop” from height for first attack, doing 3d10 damage and stunning  
target for 1d8 rounds (on successful “to hit” roll); on successful tail strike, victim must save vs.  
paralysis or be stunned for 1d3 rounds; may breathe fire every 3 rounds (30' x 10' cone does 
3d10; save vs. breath = half damage); takes double damage from all cold attacks  
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 40,000 gp; 500 pounds of iron constructed by skilled smith;  
geas, polymorph any object, strength, wish

Golem Index: Flesh - Iron Gargoyle

breath weapon

1 horn (2d8)/1 tail (1d10)



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

ivory 10 50 7 2 claws (2d6 ea.) 12 F:5 L (7' tall) Notes: faultless tracker; detect invisible (60' range); infravision (60' range);  
immune to electricattacks; 1/2 damage from cold attacks 
Creation: MU:13; 6 months; 100,000 gp; 1000 lbs. of ivory carved into intricately-detailed 
components (min. dexterity of 17); geas, infravision, limited wish, polymorph any object

junk 13 65 7 2 fists (2d6 ea.) 6 F:7 L (7' tall) Notes: breath weapon: every 4 rounds: belches corrosive (acid) cloud (5' range) that does  
1d6 damage to exposed flesh (on a failed save vs. breath weapon) and automatically corrodes  
non-magic armor and weapons (no saving throw); immune to all magic and magical effects,  
except mending (restores 1 hp damage); able to “self-repair” (restores 1d6 hp/hour) 
Creation: C:7; 1 month; 10,000 gp; 500 lbs. of scrap + assitance of armorsmith  
(cost not included); locate object, mending, quest

leather 17 85 7 1 grasp (1d8 + special) 9 F:9 L (14' tall) Notes: on  successful “to hit” roll, target must save vs. paralysis or be constricted,  
suffering 1d8+1 points of damage per turn until the target or the leather golem is dead 
Creation: MU:10; 2 months; 20,000 gp; 900 lbs. of boiled leather strips + 100 lbs.  
of cloth (for stuffing); geas, polymorph any object, fire resistance

mud 8 35 9 1 smother (2d6) 9 F:4 M (6' tall) Notes: able to walk on mud/quicksand without sinking, as well as remain submerged and  
emerge at will; initial successful strike creates “grasp” on target and does additional  
2d6 per successive round; victim may attempt to save vs. paralysis each round (beginning  
on 2nd round) for 1/2 damage and “break” of grasp; 1/2 damage from blunt weapons;  
trasmute rock to mud will slow mud golem for 2d4 rounds 
Creation: C:11; 1 month; 100 gp; animate object, quest, raise dead, slow,  
transmute rock to mud

obsidian, lsr. 6 25 6 1 weapon (by type)  9 F:3 M (6' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; have power of simple speech; immune to spells cast by spellcasters  
of 7th level or lower; take half damage from heat/flame attacks;  killing golem reduces it to a  
pile of worthless rubble 
Creation: MU:18; 3 months; 50,000 gp; single block of obsidian (at least 1,500 lbs.);  
anti-magic shell, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

obsidian, grt. 12 25 6 1 weapon (by type) or 9 F:6 L (10' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; have power of simple speech; immune to spells cast by spellcasters  
of 7th level or lower; take half damage from heat/flame attacks; natural 20 “to hit” roll  
with fists results in splintering shards which do 2d4 to all in 20' radius; killing golem reduces  
it to a pile of worthless rubble 
Creation: MU:18; 3 months; 80,000 gp; single block of obsidian (at least 3,000 lbs.);  
anti-magic shell, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

paper 4 20 4 2 slashes  9 F:2 S (4' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except fire which does double damage; water 
(even magical) slows to 1/2 normal movement; natural 20 “to hit” with slashing attack hits major 
artery and does additional 3d6 damage; take double damage from all slashing (bladed) weapons 
Creation: MU:9; 2 weeks; 1,000 gp + alchemist; large piece of paper + assistance of  
alchemist (costs not included); geas, mending, limited wish

Golem Index: Ivory - Paper

or 2 fists (1d8 ea.)

or 2 fists (2d8 ea.)

(1d6 ea. + special)



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

quartz 16 80 4 2 fists (3d6 ea.) 6 F:8 L (15' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except shatter spells; magic weapons do  
damage as normal weapon of type (“to hit” bonuses still apply); able to emit shock every 2  
rounds against a single target in 20' range for 3d8 damage (on failed saving throw vs. paralysis)  
Creation: MU:15; 3 months; 50,000 gp; 2,500 lbs. of quartz; move earth, limited wish,  
lighttning bolt, polymorph any object, stone shape

rag (cloth) 4 20 7 2 fists (1d4 ea.) 9 F:3 M (6' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; takes double damage from  
all flame attacks + 1d4 per round per after initial hit; takes double effect from all wind and  
weather-based effects 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 500 gp; rags/cloths, cord, string; geas, limited wish,  
polymorph any object

rock, lesser 5 25 4 2 special (2d6 ea.) 6 F:3 L (8' tall) Notes: outer crust of stone filled with fiery lava; squirts lava from fingertips  
(2d6 damage per successful “to hit” roll) 
Creation: MU: 14; 2 months; 40,000 gp; geas, fireball, move earth, stoneskin, limited wish

rock, greater 16  -2 2 fists (2d10 ea.) 6 F:8 L (8'-10' tall) Notes: immune to normal (non-magical) weapons; any normal weapon that hits golem  
breaks on contact; immune to fire, cold, electric attacks 
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 50,000 gp; geas, move earth, stoneskin, limited wish

rope 16 80 3 1 slam (3d8) 9 F:8 L (12' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; takes double damage from all flame 
attacks; takes double effect from all wind and weather-based effects; on successful “to hit” roll,  
target must save vs. paralysis or be constricted, suffering 1d8+1 points of damage beginning  
on the next turn and lasting until the target or the rope golem is dead 
Creation: MU:16; 1 month; 90,000 gp; magically treated rope; geas, limited wish,  
polymorph any object, rope trick

ruby 12 55 5 2 fists (3d4 ea.) 6 F:6 L (8' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except shatter spells; magic weapons do  
damage as normal weapon of type (“to hit” bonuses still apply); killing gem golem reduces it  
to pile of worthless powder, except the gem that was used as its “heart” (which retains its  
original value) 
Creation: MU:16; 3 months; 55,000 gp + gem cost; ruby (worth at least 10,000 gp);  
move earth, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

salt 6 25 6 1 smother (2d6) 9 F:4 M (5' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; touch corrodes metal (-2 “to hit” and damage to affected  
metal weapons, -4 AC to affected metal armor) 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 300 gp; geas, polymorph any object, rusting grasp*  
(* requires druid’s assistance) “

sand 8 35 3 1 smother (2d6) 9 F:4 L (8' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; immune to spells cast by spellcasters of 3rd level or lower;  
immune to all transmutation/polymorph spells; will; initial successful strike creates “”grasp””  
on target and does additional 2d6 per successive round; victim may attempt to save vs. paralysis  
each round (begninning on 2nd round) for 1/2 damage and “”break”” of grasp; 1/2 damage  
from blunt weapons 
Creation: C:11; 1 month; 200 gp; animate object, quest, raise dead, striking, slow

Golem Index: Quartz - Sand



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

scarecrow 5 25 6 1 (1d6) + gaze/charm 6 F:3 M (6' tall) Notes: may cast gaze 1x/round: save vs. paralysis or become “limp”, allowing scarecrow  
to attack repeatedly, duration = until scarecrow dies or leaves area for 1 turn; successful  
touch has same effect as gaze; fire attacks receive +1 “to hit” bonus and do +1 pt. per die;  
head rotates 180°; immune to decomposition and cold-based effects 
Creation: MU:10; 2 weeks; 1,000 gp; wood, rope, rags, straw/grass, clothing, gourd;  
charm monster, charm person, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object

silver 12 60 0 4 fists (1d8 ea.) 30 F:6 L (8' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; incredible speed (makes 4 attacks per round); always has initiative;  
susceptible only to +1 or better weapons; immune to magic fire/causes silver golem to  
grow 1HD/spell level; immune to all other spells; remains of silver golem weigh 100 gp  
and have 1,000 gp value 
Creation: MU:14; 6 months; 100,000 gp; 50 lbs. quicksilver; haste, lightning bolt,  
limited wish, polymorph any object

slime, black 10 50 5 2 (2d4 ea. + special) 9 F:5 M (5' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; spitting attack “sticks” to  
non-living matter, doing 3d8 per round to exposed flesh until cleaned (through cure disease) 
Creation: MU:12; 1 month; 20,000 gp; 300 lbs. of recently killed black puddings;  
haste, limited wish, polymorph any object

slime, gray 10 50 5 2 (2d4 ea. + special) 9 F:5 M (5' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; immune to acid, cold, heat/fire;  
takes normal damage from electricity/lightning; attack residue “sticks” to non-living matter,  
automatically destroying normal armor/weapons  
Creation: MU:12; 1 month; 20,000 gp; 300 lbs. of recently killed gray ooze;  
haste, limited wish, polymorph any object

slime, green 10 50 5 2 (2d4 ea. + special) 9 F:5 M (5' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; immune to acid, cold, heat/fire;  
takes normal damage from electricity/lightning; attack residue “sticks” to living matter,  
turning living creatures into green slimes in 1d4 rounds unless cleaned (through cure disease) 
Creation: MU:12; 1 month; 20,000 gp; 300 lbs. of recently killed green slime;  
haste, limited wish, polymorph any object

slime, ochre 10 50 5 2 (2d4 ea. + special) 9 F:5 M (5' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; immune to acid, cold, heat/fire;  
electrical attacks restore lost hp; residue “sticks” to living matter, doing additional 3d4 points  
damage per round until cleaned (through cure disease) 
Creation: MU:12; 1 month; 20,000 gp; 300 lbs. of recently killed ochre jelly;  
haste, limited wish, polymorph any object

snow 15 75 6 2 fists (2d6 ea.  6 F:8 L (15' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except fire; fire-based spells cause a  
20' radius could of steam doing damage to all in area equal to damage taken by snow golem; 
golem is electric-immune but conductive: all touching copper golem when hit with  
electrical attack must save vs. paralysis or take the electrical damage; able to breathe  
cone of cold every 5 rounds (as 10th level MU) 
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 25,000 gp; 400 lbs. of snow; cone of cold, ice storm,  
limited wish, polymorph any object

Golem Index: Scarecrow - Snow

+ 1d4 ea. from cold)



Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

stone 14 70 5 1 (3d8) 6 F:14 L (9' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +2 or better; able to cast slow spell every other 
melee round (10' range, front facing direction only); rock to mud slows to 1/2 movement  
for 2d6 rounds; mud to rock restores all damage taken; stone to flesh makes golem susceptible  
to normal attacks during following round only 
Creation: MU:16; 3 months; 60,000 gp; single block of stone (at least 3,000 pounds);  
geas, polymorph any object, slow, wish

stone,  5 25 5 1 sword (2d4) 6 F:3 M (7' tall) Notes: when “activated,” transforms from standard stone architectural column to  
stone female form bearing a sword; makes all saving throws with +4 bonus; magical weapons  
do not receive damage bonuses on successful “to hit” vs. caryatid column (but does get “to hit” 
bonus); base 25% chance any weapon striking column will shatter on a successful “to hit roll  
(-5% per +1 bonus on magical weapons); the following spells will instantly destroy caryatid  
column: stone shape, stone to flesh, transmute rock to mud; remains of column will crumble  
to dust 2d6 rounds after it is killed 
Creation: MU:15; 3 months; 50,000 gp; single block of stone (at least 3,000 pounds);  
geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

stone,  15 60 0 2 fists (3d6 ea. + special) 9 F:8 M (6' tall) Notes: immune to all forms of magic except as follows (on failed save vs. spells):  
earthquake spell (aimed directly at gargoyle golem) will shatter golem without affecting area,  
transmute rock to mud does 2d10 damage, transmute mud to rock will heal 2d10 hp;  
when attacking with surprise from above, does 4d10 on successful “to hit” roll;  
any target struck successfully by both fists must save vs. petrification or be turned to stone 
Creation: MU:16; 3 months; 70,000 gp; single block of stone (at least 3,000 pounds);  
geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

stone,  4+5 25 2 2 (1d8+1 ea.) 9 F:2 M-L (6'-8') Notes: takes only 1/4 damage from edged weapons; takes 1/2 damage from cold, fire, and 
electrical attacks; immune to normal (non-magical) missiles; instantly destroyed by stone to flesh, 
transmute rock to mud, stone shape, or dig spells (no saving throws) 
Creation: MU:12; 3 months; 20,000 gp; single block of stone (at least 3,000 pounds);  
geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

stone,  12 60 2 Up to 6 (10d10 ea.) 3-12 F:6 L (12') Notes: movement of 3 increases by 3 for each consectutive round (up to 12; may only turn 90° 
for each 30' of movement); all in path subject to attack from juggernaut—on a successful “to hit” 
roll, victim is “crushed” and takes 10d10 damage (or 1/2 damage on a successful saving throw  
vs. death ray), all victims must make saving throws for each item carried to avoid destruction 
Creation: MU:14; 3 months; 50,000 gp; single block of stone (at least 5,000 pounds);  
geas, limited wish, polymorph any object, stone shape

straw 6 30 8 2 fists (1d6 ea.) 9 F:3 M (7' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; takes double damage from all flame 
attacks + 1d4 per round per successful attack; takes double effect from all wind/weather-based 
effects; insect swarm 3x/day (from inside golem’s body, as obscuring mist w/ 3 round duration) 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 1,000 gp; straw, cord, string; geas, summon swarm,  
limited wish, polymorph any object

Golem Index: Stone - Straw
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Golem Type HD hp AC Attacks / Damage #Move ST Size Special Attacks/Defenses/Notes & Golem Creation

tin 8 40 5 1 weapon (1d8 or by type) 9 F:4 L (10' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; immune to all magic and magical effects, except as electricity and  
corrosion; electricity slows golem to 1/2 normal movement for 3 rounds (no saving throw);  
corrosive effects apply as normal; capable of limited/basic speech 
Creation: MU:8; 4 months; 7,000 gp; 500 pounds of tin constructed by skilled smith;  
geas, magic mouth, mending, polymorph any object

twine 7 35 7 2 fists (1d6 ea.) 9 F:4 L (9' tall) Notes: susceptible only to magical weapons +1 or better; takes double damage  
from all flame attacks; takes double effect from all wind/weather-based effects;  
able to entangle 3x/day (20' range) 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 1,500 gp; wooden staff, twines, resin; geas, limited wish,  
polymorph any object, rope trick

wax 9 50 5 2 fists (2d6 ea.) 6 F:5 L (15' tall) Notes: takes double damage from acid and fire attacks (no saving throw vs. fire attacks);  
1/2 damage from blunt weapons 
Creation: MU:10; 1 month; 1,800 gp; 500 lbs. of wax + mold (included in cost);  
geas, polymorph any object, strength

web 15 75 4 2 grasps (2d6 ea.)/ 6 F:8 L (12' tall) Notes: immune to all magic and magical effects, except fire which does double damage;  
climbs as spider; can hide in webbing or attack from above surprising on 1-4 (on 1d6); able to  
eject webbing  3x/day (as MU spell); web golem’s movement unaffected by any web spell;  
poison bite does additional 1d8 damage on failed save vs. poison 
Creation: MU:14; 4 months; 1,000 gp; webbing of giant spiders (at least 500 lbs.),  
8 giant spider eyes, 2 giant spider fangs; geas, limited wish, polymorph any object,  
posion, spider climb, web

 wood, hard 12 60 6 2 fists (1d10 ea.) 6 F:6 L (8' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; in forests, surprise on 1-3 (on 1d6); immune to spells cast by  
spellcasters of 4th level or lower; immune to all plant-based cleric/druid spells; able to control 
plants (as potion of plant control) 3x/day 
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 30,000 pg; blocks of fine wood, rare powders, crushed herbs;  
animate object, anti-magic shell, control plants, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object

wood, soft 8 40 7 2 fists (1d8 ea.) 6 F:4 L (8' tall) Notes: semi-intelligent; in forests, surprise on 1-3 (on 1d6); immune to spells cast by  
spellcasters of 4th level or lower; immune to all plant-based cleric/druid spells; able to control 
plants (as potion of plant control) 3x/day 
Creation: MU:14; 1 month; 20,000 gp; blocks of fine wood, rare powders, crushed herbs; ani-
mate object, anti-magic shell, control plants, geas, limited wish, polymorph any object 

zombie 20 100 8 2 fists (2d8+4 ea.) 6 F:10 L (10' tall) Notes: sewn together from parts of other zombies; immune to all magic and magical  
effects, except as follows: fire does normal damage, dispel magic “deactivates” zombie for  
1d6 rounds, resurrection kills zombie golem immediately, animate dead restores full hp;  
foul stench (20' range): save vs. poison or suffer -2 “to hit” penalty for 1d6+4 minutes 
Creation: C:12; 1 month; 1,000 gp per hp; remains of fallen zombies (minimum of  
12 zombie “corpses”) animate dead, animate object, bless, commune, prayer

Golem Index: Tin - Zombie
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